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◆ Sacred secrets for reaching
the highest state of spiritual and
sensual intimacy

◆ Enlightening steps to make
blissful loving last and last 

◆ Exciting ways to please your
partner as never before 

Dr. Judy Kuriansky
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Learn more about …

◆ New lovemaking posi-
tions, from simple to
advanced.

◆ How to discover the
god or goddess within
you.

◆ Workouts and yoga
poses to boost your
love practice.

◆ New ways to use your
breath and sounds to
heighten pleasure.

◆ Tantra for every stage
and age in life.

◆ Sacred ceremonies 
for many magical
occasions.

◆ How to transmute
sexual energy through
the chakras.

◆ Boosting your health
with tantric sex.

ISBN 1-59257-296-0

You’re no idiot, of course. You’re
wise enough to know that new ways of loving are possible to lift
you out of the bedroom blahs and bring you and your partner
to higher states of sensual pleasure and intimacy. But how
exactly do you reach that state of bliss?

Your life is about to change! Learning the ancient Eastern
practices of tantra will transform your intimate relationship and
bring inner peace and monumental joy into every aspect of your
life. In this new edition you get:

◆ A clear overview of the practices of tantric sex to help
you understand how it works.

◆ Easy-to-follow steps that you can immediately put into
practice in all types of relationships and at all stages of life.

◆ New communication techniques to help you get what you
really want in love and sex.

◆ Simple ways to harness sexual energy for love and every
other life experience.

-DR. JUDY KURIANSKY is a world-renowned clinical psy-
chologist and sex therapist, radio advice host, TV commen-

tator, popular lecturer, newspaper columnist for the New York Daily
News, Singapore Straits Times, and others, and author of many books
including The Complete Idiot’s Guide® to Dating, How to Love a Nice Guy,
and Generation Sex. An adjunct professor of clinical psychology at
Columbia University Teachers College and Columbia College of
Physicians and Surgeons, as well as visiting professor at Peking
University Health Sciences Center in China, she is an expert in Eastern
and Western techniques for enlightenment and has developed a
unique integrative approach that includes practices for psychological
healing, reprogramming, consciousness growth, and sacred loving.

Achieve greater levels

of intimacy—in and 

out of bed!
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